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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Monitor cardiovascular function in long-term intermittent use. Instruct patient
on use of autoinjector. Peripheral vascular or colonic ischemia following other 5-HT 1 agonists. Carbamazepine
Oxcarbazepine Topiramate Valproate. Retrieved 10 April Sumatriptan was the first clinically available triptan in
Retrieved January 28, Reddy's Laboratories , and other companies have received FDA approval for generic versions of
sumatriptan tablets in , , and mg doses since ABT Atypical antipsychotics e. Exclude underlying cardiovascular disease,
supervise 1 st dose, and consider monitoring ECG in patients with likelihood of unrecognized coronary artery disease
eg, postmenopausal women, hypercholesterolemia, men over age 40, hypertension, obesity, diabetes, smokers, strong
family history. CGRP is believed to cause sensitization of trigeminal nociceptive neurons, contributing to the pain
experienced in migraine. Do not give intravenously. Dimetotiazine Dotarizine Iprazochrome Oxetorone Pizotifen.That
means that the brand name from the first manufacturer of sumatriptan was Imitrex and it was made and marketed by
GlaxoSmithKline. To learn more about the difference between branded prescription medications and generics, visit the
Generic versus brand name section of our drug basics section. Generic forms of. Imitrex or the generic sumatriptan are
available in several forms: tablets, nasal sprays, injections, pen injections and as a needless injection sold under the
name Sumavel DosePro. Imitrex and its generic are the only triptans available as an injection. Sumavel DosePro, the
needle-free injection form uses a burst of gas to get. Dec 8, - I have had migraines for fifteen years and started taking
Imitrex ten years ago with great success. Although I was reluctant to try the generic because Imitrex works so well, I
finally decided to try it because my insurance deductible for drugs is now very high. The difference in cost for me is $17
versus $ for. Mar 27, - Generic sumatriptan (Imitrex) is now available for $3 a pill, while the other two generics, Maxalt
(rizatriptan) and Amerge (naratriptan) are still more Compared to patients who used the branded Topamax, those on
generic substitutions needed to have more of other medications, were admitted to the. Mar 20, - 5 Answers - Posted in:
imitrex, migraine - Answer: The generic I get is made by Glaxo so it's exactly the same as Imitrex - The two generic
brands of sumatriptan we have used are Dr. Reddy and Cobalt Laboratories. Has anyone found a . Metoprolol - Brand
names vs generics? Posted 24 Aug 2 Can I split 50mg or mg of Sumatriptan in half? Imitrex - Prescribed for Migraine,
Cluster Headaches. Sumatriptan may be used to quickly relieve the symptoms of a migraine but may not be suitable for
everyone including those with pre-existing cardiovascular conditions. The nasal spray and injectable forms cost more.
For people with moderate to severe migraine pain and symptoms, we have chosen one triptan as our Consumer Reports
Best Buy Drug: Sumatriptan (generic) tablets, nasal spray, and injectable forms. Sumatriptan is available as a less
expensive generic, and studies have. Elavil (amitriptyline) regulates mood and treats nerve pain, but has more side
effects than alternatives. Imitrex (Sumatriptan) is an excellent choice for acute migraine relief, but you might need
another medication to prevent headaches. M: "Okay maam, it looks like we gave you the generic of imitrex, which is
called sumatriptan. It'll most . For example, my migraine symptoms will only lessen and not go away if I use the Dr.
Reddy formulation vs. Mylan . Come on dude, I'm not even a pharmacy tech and I know the generic name for imitrex.
So I've been using this online pharmacy to save money on my sumatriptan script. Recently I've been given I seriously
feel like this stuff is way less potent that any other generic I've had. I usually get Dr. Reddy's and If imitrex is losing its
effect, you might want to talk to a doctor. But try switching back first.
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